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Al~ t rae t - -A 13 km continuous strain profile across an internal boundary of the Ikert6q shear belt is presented. 
Rocks were classified according to strain intensity, five levels of intensity being recognised on the basis of field 
criteria.The shear strain for each level has been estimated from a plot of fold inter-limb angle against shear strain. 
The shear strain coordinate for each fold is determined from a knowledge of the plunge, and of the initial plunge 
to within 20 ° . 

The data plotted in this way have a form similar to theoretical curves which relate variation in inter-limb angle 
to strain, assuming passive differential rotation of fold limbs. An appropriate theoretical curve is selected, by 

, comparison with the plot of field data, to calibrate the strain profile. 
The total transcurrent displacement within the profile section is estimated as 47.6 kin. Some significant differ- 

ences between large and small scale shear zones are reviewed. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  shear zones characteristically have complex profiles 
which suggest that the strain rate profile varied with 

LARGE scale shear zones have been studied mainly f rom time. The  p rob lem is complicated by the fact that the 
the point of view of their significance in Precambrian  present  outcrops of large shear zones appear  to record 
history and tectonics. Future  work is likely to emphasise displacements which took  place at different tectonic 
their  significance in two other  respects: (i) as the tectoni-  levels, and to this extent their greater  complexity is the 
cally deeper  expression of ma jo r  faults and thrusts, both  result of a longer history ra ther  than a feature of 
intraplate and interplate,  as an improved knowledge of rheological or mechanical  significance. It may be that 
both  the geometry  and mechanics of shear zones is the complexities due to a longer displacement history 
necessary for the reconstruction of vertical sections obscure original profiles of a simplicity comparable  to 
through major  displacement zones; (ii) as the products  that  of smaller shear zones. 
of large scale ductile deformat ion  processes at amphibo-  With these problems in mind we have a t tempted  to 
lite and granulite facies. Advances  in both  these fields measure  the strain profile across the boundary  of a large 
require a knowledge of strain profiles across shear zones shear zone. 
and of the progressive deve lopment  of strain profiles 
f rom the t ime of initiation. In some respects small shear 

zones, which are much more  easily studied, can provide M E T H O D S  O F  I N V E S T I G A T I O N  
information directly applicable to the larger examples.  
In respect  of strain profiles however,  there appear  to be 
recurrent  and systematic differences between shear Strain profiles in small shear zones can be constructed 
zones on different scales. Boundary  regions, where f rom strain values de termined f rom the angle between 
strain gradients are particularly steep, occupy a decreas-  the shear zone boundary  and the X Y  plane of the shape 
ingly smaller propor t ion  of the width of shear zones as fabric (Ramsay  & G r a h a m  1970), but only in rocks 
their  overall  width increases. A further  difference is that which had either an isotropic or a known shape fabric 
small shear zones characteristically have simple strain before the shear zone formed.  Alternat ively the change 
profiles, the regularity of which suggests that they are in att i tude of lithological banding passing through a 
the products  of a single displacement event,  albeit one shear zone can be used. Nei ther  of these methods  can be 
which took a long t ime to complete.  Small shear zones used in large shear zones: not only is the orientat ion of 
with profiles of the type illustrated by Ramsay  & the shear zone boundary  difficult to determine with 
G r a h a m  (1970) and Wat terson  (1979) could develop, sufficient precision, but the progressively smaller angles 
although they have not necessarily done so, with a con- between fabric and boundary  cannot  be determined with 
stant strain rate  profile. The  largest shear zone which we sufficient accuracy when they are hundreds or thousands 
know to be of this type is less than 1 km wide. Larger  of metres  apart .  None  of the large shear zones known to 
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US has lithological banding sufficiently persistent for this The early Proterozoic I ke r t r q  shear belt (Fig. 1, inset) 
to be of use in strain determination,  is an approximate ly  45 km wide zone of mainly transcur- 

Methods which have been used to determine large rent dextral displacement (Watterson 1975, B a k e t  al. 
scale shear strains include the reorientat ion of regional 1976), striking E - W  and at a high angle to the outer  
dyke swarms (Escher  et al. 1975) and the statistical coastline of West Greenland.  Al though extending 150 
real ignment  of fold axial planes and axes ( B a k e t  al. km from the Labrador  Sea to the Inland Ice the shear 
1975). Nei ther  of these methods is appropr ia te  to con- zone is not known in any detail further  than about  40 km 
tinuous strain profiling, and each requires some special f rom the outer  coast, this distance corresponding to the 
circumstances ra ther  than being of general  application, length of the longest of the several fjords which are sub- 
Analyses of vein orientat ions and behaviour  can be used parallel to its strike. Nei ther  of the external boundaries  
in some circumstances but cannot  be applied generally, is suitable for work aimed at constructing a continuous 
The  only methods  we know of which could be used in our  strain profile. The  northern boundary  region is over-  
study are based on (i) interl imb angles of folds and (ii) printed by large scale ductile overthrusting deformat ion  
direct measu remen t  of strains f rom shape fabrics in suit- (Grocot t  1979) which post-dates  the transcurrent  
able rocks. Both these methods  have been used in displacement.  The southern boundary  is incompletely 
I k e r t r q  and the results of the fold measuremen t  method  exposed due to the presence of Itivdleq Fjord. Within 
are repor ted  here. Some method  based on r andom par-  the coastal region however,  augen of less deformed 
ticle distribution, such as the dvet method  of Ramsay  rocks occur on all scales within the highly deformed 
(1967), might be made  practicable in due course. In rocks of the shear belt. The largest of these, the Kingaq 
addition to a method  for measuring strain this work also augen, is about  10 km wide, its central part  is only 
requires a suitably exposed shear zone: al though not slightly deformed,  and the rocks are similar in appear-  
ideal in many  respects the Ike r t r q  shear belt was chosen ance to those outside the shear belt. The  transition f rom 
for logistical reasons, the Kingaq augen southwards into the highly deformed 
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Fig. 1. The Ikerx6q shear belt as defined by facies boundaries (inset) and the traverse area showing traverse lines with 
distances along the section shown in kin. 
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rocks of the shear belt in Itivdleq Fjord  is sufficiently the rocks have a slab-like appearance. The 
well exposed, on the mainland and on the islands of the rocks are of amphibolite facies. 
archipelago in the vicinity of Itivdleq settlement, for an Class 2 (high deformation):  Platy, banding and fab- 
almost complete section to be examined on coastal out- tics are parallel except in folds. The rocks are 
crop, of an internal boundary of the shear belt. It is prob- of amphibolite facies. 
able that the strain profile across an in ternalboundary  of Class 1 (intense deformation);  Extremely platy and 
this type will be unlike that of an external boundary relatively fine grained. The rocks are of 
because of the strain concentrat ion which is likely to amphibolite facies. 
occm" adjacent to the augen; this qualification should be 
borne in mind when the significance of the strain profile Measurements  were made of fold orientations and 
is considered, interlimb angles, and planar and linear elements of both 

shape fabric and mineral fabric (where not parallel to the 
Method shape fabric). Folds of shear zone age have axes parallel 

to the linear element  of the shape fabric, which is a resul- 
A traverse was made (see Fig. 1) of coastal outcrops rant fabric because of the existence of pre-shear shape 

giving a l m o s t  complete cover of a composite section fabrics. 
extending 13 km normal to the strike of the shear zone A qualitative strain profile was constructed using the 
fabric. The  rocks were classified according to the degree five-fold strain classification, and fold data were sepa- 
of deformation in the commonest  rock composition; that rated according to strain class. A simple shear model  is 
is tonalitic gneiss. Changes were mapped on the smallest used for reasons and with the qualifications given previ- 
scale which could be recorded on a 1 : 20 000 map; that ously (Escher & Watterson 1974). The  validity of such a 
is zones less than 20 m wide were recorded but not re- model is strongly dependent  on scale. 
presented on the map, although some of the more 
important  ones are represented in the profile (Fig. 2). 
Five classes of deformation intensity were recognised C A L I B R A T I O N  O F  T H E  Q U A L I T A T I V E  
and defined as follows. S TRA IN  P R O F I L E  

Class 5 (very low deformation):  Only the planar Fold measurements 
mineral fabrics relate to the shear zone 
deformation.  Shape fabrics are almost entirely During a progressive simple shear deformation fold 
the product  of pre-shcar  zone strain (i.e. inter-limb angles will change and fold axes will rotate  
Arehaean).  Few folds of shear zone age occur, towards the X axis of the strain ellipsoid. Within the 
The  rocks are of granulite facies, traverse described fold axes are progressively reorien- 

Class 4 (low deformation):  Banding and fabrics are tated from a steep to a gentle plunge as inter-limb angle 
commonly at high angles to one another.  The decreases, and we are concerned with quantifying this 
shape fabrics are significantly modified by the variation. The  absence of folds having gentle plunges 
shear zone deformation.  Pre-shear  minor  folds and wide inter-limb angles suggests that opening of folds 
are easily distinguished, and form small scale has not occurred in this case. However ,  in o ther  areas 
interference patterns with folds of shear zone initial limb orientations may be such that this possibility 
age. The rocks commonly retain a granulite is realised. 
facies mineralogy. In areas of low strain, steep E - W shear zone fabrics 

Class 3 (moderate  deformation):  Banding and fabrics are seen to form at a high angle to the dominant  N - S 
are not  everywhere  parallel; the shear zone steeply dipping banding of the granulite facies gneisses. 
component  of shape fabrics is well defined and This banding commonly defines folds of pre-shear  zone 
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Fig. 2. Q u a n t i t a t i v e  s t ra in  prof i le ,  T h e  o r d i n a t e  is c a l i b r a t e d  us ing  va lues  for  s h e a r  s t ra in  q u o t e d  in T a b l e  1. T h e  k m  scale  
re fe r s  to d i s t ance  sou th  a l o n g  the  p ro f i l e  s h o w n  on  Fig.  1. 
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age (Archaean) .  Folds with axial planes parallel to the and tightness. Fold measurements  were made with this 
shear zone  fabric, and bel ieved to be of shear zone  age, in mind and the results are shown in Fig. 3. 
plunge steeply west  parallel to the intersection be tween  
banding and shear zone  fabric, and are easily distin- Objectivity test 
guished from the earlier folds. T h e  earlier folds have 
generally steep but variable plunges. These  data can be used to test the objectivity of  the 

In areas of  higher strain the two ages of  folds are not qualitative strain classification. Each observer traversed 
distinguishable from one another as both sets have been independently,  noting strain intensity according to 
reorientated and tightened. The reorientation and tight- agreed criteria summarised above.  Fold measurements  
ening of these folds suggested that a systematic relation- by the two observers are shown separately in Fig. 3, and 
ship might be found between  strain and fold orientation show a high degree of consistency which is expressed in 
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F i g .  3.  P l o t  o f  f o l d  axis plunge against inter-l imb angle for 1 8 7  f o l d s  measured in the i:~rofile section. Fields occupied by folds 
measured in gneisses of each qualitative strain class are outlined. Folds measured b y  J .  W .  are marked b y  a letter, those 

measured b y  J .  G .  are marked b y  a n u m b e r .  

Table 1. Mean inter-l imb angles of west  plunging folds in each qualitative strain c l a s s .  

No. OF FOLDS MEAN t at MEAN t at MEAN I.L.A. 
CLASS C.R. C.R. 

J.G. J.W. I.L.A. P=O.OI PLUNGE P=O.0] ON XZ (150 ° ) 

I0 6 l 1 5 . 0 0 0  ] . 0 3  2 . 9 5  9 . 1 0  ° - - 2 ° 1 4 . 5 0  

25 17 2 2 9 . 0 0 0  1 . 8 8  2 . 7 1  2 8 . 0 0 0  3 . 2 5  2 . 7 I  I 5  ° 5 . 2 5  

28 21 3 4 5 . 5 0 0  1 . 9 2  2 . 7 1  3 9 . 7 0 0  0 , ] 4  2 . 6 8  32 ° 3 . 3 0  

16 24 4 86.00 o 3.04 2.71 66.700 0.22 2.71 78 ° 1.45 

7 5 109.70 ° - 70.00 ° - IO5 ° 0.85 

]54 

Where the critical ratio is less than the Student's t-value at P = 0 . 0 1  the difference between the means of data collected b y  
each observer is not significant at this l e v e l  o f  confidence. The numbers in the mean inter-l imb angle and mean plunge 
c o l u m n s  are derived from the combined means of data from both observers. The shear strain is obtained f r o m  F i g .  4 ( 1 5 0 "  
c u r v e )  using the mean values for each qualitative strain class corrected to the XZp la n e  using the mean value for the plunge, 
as described in the text. 
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Table  1. It  is emphasised that fold measurements  were a IIII 
made  after  the strain intensity had been evaluated on 

I 

criteria which did not include fold characteristics. 7 
Figure 3 shows some data points in areas of class 1 

strain with higher angles of plunge than expected. These 6 
folds occur in narrow zones which have undergone a 5 \ 
strong, later super imposed strain. The  movemen t  direc- = \ \ 
tion of the later deformat ion  plunges steeply east, and ~ 4 
the horizontal  componen t  is sinistral. Such displace- ~ . . . . .  
ments  reor ienta te  previously sub-horizontal  fold axes, ~ 3 
and impart  a s teeper  plunge to some folds in areas of 
class 1 strain. 2 

Relationship between inter-limb angles and shear strain 

0 
To relate variat ion in inter- l imb angle to shear strain a 0 5o log ~so ~ao 

folding model  must  be proposed.  The  model  adopted  is Inter-limb angle (XZ) 

simple, and relies on the belief that passive differential Fig. 4. Graph showing curves of minimum inter-limb angle against 
rotat ion of fold limbs is an important  agent  in tightening shear strain for folds tightened by passive differential rotation of fold 
folds in rocks deforming under  upper  amphibol i te  facies limbs. Curves for initial inter-limb angles of 120 °, 130 °, 140", 150 °, 

160 ° , and 170 ° are shown. All possible combinations of inter-limb 
conditions. Al though use of this model  requires selec- angle and shear strain for a given initial inter-limb angie plot above the 
tion of an initial inter- l imb angle, it is not implied that relevant curve, which thus gives a minimum shear strain for a given 
the fold generat ing mechanism,  whether  he te rogeneous  inter-limb angle. See text for details. As an example of how strain for 

each class is derived from this figure dotted lines show the derivation of 
shear or buckling, no longer opera ted  beyond this angle shear strain for class 2 using the 150" curve. Dotted lines parallel to the 
but that it had relatively little effect on the fur ther  ordinate show measured and XZplane  projected values for inter-limb 
progressive deve lopment  of the folds. For  the purposes  angles of folds in areas of class 2 strain. Those parallel to the abscissa 
of the model ,  it is assumed that  passive differential rota-  show corresponding uncorrected and corrected values for the shear 

strain (see also Table 1). 
tion becomes  dominant  at one of a range of angles 
greater  than 120 °. Figure 4 shows how folds passively N 
tighten due to differential rotat ion of the limbs for  initial 
inter- l imb angles in the range of 120-170". Each curve 
on Fig. 4 is derived by considering the effect of simple 
shear deformat ion  on folds of a particular inter-l imb 
angle with varying orientat ions relative to the shear 
plane. All angles are referred to their project ion onto 
the X Z  plane of the deformat ion  ellipsoid, and the 2 
change in angle with shear  strain plot ted for each initial 

orientation.  Each  curve on Fig. 4 is then a bounding line 2 ~132.3~3~3~I ~3~A~j~;,a4~42z 3 3 ~3 3- ] 
to the field containing all data  points which lie above and ~ "'2~ ~ 3 4 3 s ~  "_ 4 _ ~ J 2 ~ ] 
to the right of the line. The  curves therefore  represent  a 2 " 2 ~  335-5"~J~ 3 3 4 . . ,  / 
minimum shear strain for a particular inter-l imb angle. ~ ~ ' ~ 3  ~a s s ,  ~ , 5 2 2 ~ d ~ /  
In fact most  data  points for folds which are tightening 
plot close to the boundary  curves so that if the above 
assumption of mechanism is realistic, one of the curves 
on Fig. 4 should allow the strain corresponding to a par-  Equal a!ea ~ ~ 187 
t i tular  inter- l imb angle to be determined,  and then used projection 0oAts 

to calibrate the qualitative strain profile. 
The  fold inter- l imb angle/plunge data have now to be 

presented in a way which allows comparison with these Fig. 5. Stereogram of fold axes. The strain class of gneisses in which 
each fold was measured is indicated by a number, 1-5. 

theoretical  curves. This should permit  a particular curve 
to be selected in order  to calibrate the profile, and inci- plunging folds was between 70 ° and 85°: since the mean  
dently provide" a test of the assumption that  passive plunge of folds in areas of class 4 strain is 67 ° (Table 1) 
differential rotat ion of fold limbs was the dominant  fold their original plunge must have exceeded 70 °, however  it 
t ightening mechanism in these rocks, is unlikely to have exceeded 85 ° as this would require an 

Figure 5 is a s tereonet  showing the orientat ion of the unreasonably  high strain for class 4. Because of the 
measured  folds. It  is clear f rom this figure that west clockwise change in azimuth of the X Y  plane during 
plunging fold axes rota te  with increasing strain, towards dextral t ranscurrent  shear, fold axes initially parallel to 
the X axis of the strain ellipsoid consistent with transcur-  the intersection of the X Y p l a n e  and a steep west dipping 
rent E - W shearing, that is horizontal E - W. It is also banding will initially have a southwest componen t  of 
apparent  f rom Fig. 5 that the initial plunge of west plunge, which will decrease with increasing deforma-  
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tion. The  distribution of fold axes shown in Fig. 5 is and 150 °. The 120 ° curve is close to the curve which 
consistent with the expected progressive change in would be drawn through the mean  of the maximum/  
plunge direction, minimum strain points for each fold. However  for three 

Using the reasonable assumption that all west reasons which are outlined below it is suggested that  the 
plunging folds in Fig. 5 had an original plunge between 150 ° curve, which lies close to the best fit of the max-  
70* and 85 °, a range in shear strain can be de termined for irnum data points in Fig. 7, is more  suitable for calibra- 
each measured  fold within which must  lie the actual tion of the strain profile. 
value of shear strain undergone by the fold. The 8 
min imum and max imum values of shear  strain derived 
f rom the plunge data for each fold are plot ted against 7 
inter- l imb angle in Fig. 6. This figure can be compared  
with Fig. 4 to select the most  suitable curve with which to 6 
calibrate the strain profile. 

5 
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Fig. 7. Redrawn Fig. 6 to show m ~  and m i n i m u m  data  points  
0 [ I only. Super imposed on these  data  points  are the 120" and 150" 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  theoretical curves of fold behaviour  redrawn from Fig. 4. 
0 50 100 150 180 

In.r-limb angle (XZ) 

The 120* curve al though lying close to the mean  of the 
Fig. 6. Plot of the  possible range of shear  strain undergone  by each 
measured  fold. Each  bar on the  graph related to one  fold with a par-  maximum/min imum data points will yield a low value for 
tieular inter-l imb angle. The  m a x i m u m  point  of  each bar a s sumes  an the strain for the following r e a s o n s .  
initial plunge west of 85*, the m i n i m u m  point  a plunge of 70*. The  1. At  higher strains Archaean  folds have not been 
inter- l imb angles plotted have been corrected to the X Z  plane as 

described in the text. distinguished f rom folds of shear zone age. These folds 
will be tighter than expected after  a give n shear zone 

Figure 6 embodies  an important  correction to the strain. Some of the folds plotted in Fig. 6 at higher strains 
measured  inter- l imb angle data. The  me thod  as outlined are probably  Archaean,  and will bias the mean  towards 
refers to the inter-l imb angles of folds as measured  in the lower inter-l imb angles at a given strain. 
X Z  plane of the strain ellipsoid, whereas  the inter- l imb 2. The  assumed range in plunge is probably  too wide. 
angles we have measured  and plot ted in Fig. 3 are true In particular since the mean  plunge in areas of class 4 
inter- l imb angles, that is measured  normal  to the fold strain is only about  67 ° , and the lowest assumed original 
axis. If measured  inter-l imb angles were to be plot ted in plunge is only 3 ° steeper,  the min imum shear strain 
Fig. 6 and comparison made  with Fig. 4 a systematic points are probably  too low. 
error  would be introduced because true inter-l imb 3. In many  localities the movemen t  direction has a 
angles are greater  than those which would be seen in X Z  slight plunge west, whereas  we have assumed a hori- 
section. The  inter-l imb angles plot ted in Fig. 6 have been zontal movemen t  direction throughout.  Any depar ture  
corrected to take this factor into account,  and are plot ted f rom a horizontal  movemen t  direction to a west plunge, 
as they would appear  on the X Z  plane, which is hori-  will reduce the correction for profile incorporated in Fig. 
zontal for t ranseurrent  displacement.  6, with the effect of moving max imum/min imum data 

Compar i son  of Figs. 4 and 6 reveals an encouraging point pairs to the right. 
similarity between the theoretical  fold behaviour  and These factors would be difficult to quantify, but they 
the actual behaviour  of the measured  fold. This supports  suggest that the 150 ° curve of Fig. 4 which closely cortes-  
the suggestion that  passive differential rotat ion of fold ponds to the best fit curve for the gnaximum data points 
limbs is the dominant  agent in fold deve lopment  in these in Fig. 6, is most  suitable to quantify the strain profile. 
rocks. Figure 6 shows that the dominant  mechanism of fold 

Figure 7 is redrawn f rom Fig. 6 to show the max imum tightening is passive rotat ion of fold limbs. However ,  at 
and min imum shear strain data points for each fold. low inter-l imb angles and high strains the correspon-  
Super imposed on Fig. 7 are the theoretical curves of fold dence of the theoretical curves with our data decreases 
behaviour  assuming initial fold inter-l imb angles of 120 ° (Fig. 7), that is the inter-l imb angles are smaller than 
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predicted for the shear strains de termined f rom the fold known for how long these conditions prevailed. More  
plunges. This could be because the m o v e m e n t  direction importantly,  the strain rate profile is not known at any 
has a plunge west ra ther  than being horizontal.  The  error  stage in the displacement history. The  only indication of 
due to this would be most  significant in folds with gentle t iming is the observation,  also made  in other  shear 
plunges, that is those with smallest inter- l imb angles, zones, that low or modera te  strains appear  not to be 
and would mean  that  shear strains are systematically super imposed on higher strains, and broad  zones of 
underest imated.  It is also possible that the fold strain do not appear  ever to be super imposed on earlier 
generat ing mechanism,  whether  he te rogeneous  shear or  narrow zones. The  extent to which large shear zones are, 
buckling, continues to actively reduce inter- l imb angles or, are not, comprised of numerous  smaller zones is not 
even at high strains. A more  detailed study of the folds evident f rom the information presented,  al though this 
could lead to a bet ter  understanding of the relative marginal  zone does include a large number  of small 
significance of generat ing mechanisms and passive rota-  zones which are largely responsible for the irregular pro-  
tion in determining fold morphology,  file. We believe, but cannot  demonstra te ,  that the 

external boundaries  of the Iker toq  belt would show a 
T h e  quan t i ta t i ve  profile more  regular increase in strain, and that parts of the 

interior of the belt would show a more  constant strain 
Using Fig. 4 (150 ° curve), mean  inter- l imb angles "than that shown in the profile. The  ext reme irregularity 

obta ined earlier for each qualitative strain class can be of this profile may  be a result of a more  complex strain 
used to give a mean  value of shear strain for each class, history which might be expected on the margin of a large 
The mean  inter- l imb angle of each strain class is cot-  augen. The  relationship between strain and the 
rected, as for individual folds, to the X Z  plane by an considerable grain size changes which occur will be 
amount  dependent  on the mean  plunge of folds in each described elsewhere together  with strain measurements  
class (Table 1). This corrected value for the inter-l imb on a hand-specimen scale. 
angle is then used to obtain the shear  strain for each class The  restricted range of gneiss banding before the 
f rom the 150 ° curve on Fig. 4. The  values for shear strain shear zone format ion has given rise to a correspondingly 
found in this way are shown in Table  1. Figure 2 is a restricted range of orientat ion of initial fold axes. 
strain profile constructed using these results. This profile Al though this restricted range has been  essential in 
provides a quanti tat ive picture of strain variat ion across validation of the method  it is not a necessary condition 
the section, and corresponds to a displacement  of 47.6 for application of the method  elsewhere. It  is however  
kin. Due  to the small number  of strain intensity classes impor tant  that  the initial plunge of individual folds is 
used in the construction of the profile, the important  known to within 20*, and this may prove  a limitation to 
distinction be tween gradual  and abrupt  changes in the application of the method.  
intensity is not shown. The  profile is consequently 
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